FOLLOW DIRECTIONS A - G AND I ON INSTRUCTION SHEETS A7133 10 LINE STANDARD & A7240 7 LINE STANDARD.

INSTALLING LEVERS

1. LOCKSET SHOULD BE ASSEMBLED AND SECURED TO DOOR AS PER INSTRUCTION SHEET SHOWN ABOVE.

2. PLACE SCALP COVER ON INSIDE ROSE (SIDE WITH EXPOSED SCREWS) ALIGNING DIMPLES WITH RECESSES IN THE INSIDE ROSE AND TURN CLOCKWISE TO LOCK.

3. ASSEMBLE INSIDE LEVER (USUALLY BLANK OR PUSH BUTTON LEVER) ON LOCKSET BY SLIDING LEVER ONTO TUBE. MAKE CERTAIN LEVER CATCH ON TUBE IN ENGAGED IN LEVER.

4. ASSEMBLE OUTSIDE LEVER AS FOLLOWS: INSERT CYLINDER INTO OUTSIDE LEVER. PRESS RETAINER INTO LEVER. SLIDE ONE WASHER OR TWO, AS NEEDED, ONTO TAILPIECE OF CYLINDER. (SEE FIGURE 1)

5. SLIDE OUTSIDE LEVER ASSEMBLY ONTO TUBE AS FAR AS IT WILL GO. TURN KEY 45° CLOCKWISE. PUSH LEVER AGAIN, UNTIL LEVER CATCH IS ENGAGED, SECURING THE LEVER.

NOTE: SEE SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR 16, 30, 37 AND 54 FUNCTIONS ON INSTRUCTION SHEET A7133 AND A7240.

NOTE: CYLINDER TAIL PIECE MUST BE ORIENTED AS SHOWN.

FIGURE 1